82 TACTICS
to work from home differently

WHAT IS
INCLUDED
Stop bouncing through your working from
home (WFH) days on auto-pilot. We have
compiled our absolute best and often
uncommon tactics you can implement. Be
more productive, build stronger work
relationships despite not being face-to-face,
maintain momentum towards your goals.
WITHOUT sacrificing your wellbeing.
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TASK & PRODUCTIVITY

1.
Experiment with a 1-hour
focus block, at the time of day
you are most productive.

This could be first thing in the morning or 8:00 at night.
Find your flow.
A day before: commit to 1 result you want to get to by
the end of the hour
Right before: mute all notifications, quit all messaging
and email apps.
Right after: congratulate yourself!
For bonus points, share your win with a colleague or
friend. Affirming the value of focus time helps us
prioritise it in the future.

2.
Set a consistent start time
for your workday, and stick
to it 3+ days a week.

3.
Focus on results, not tasks
when you are thinking
about your day.

4.
“Eat the frog.”

Schedule your first task in your calendar at a set time.
This is when you “arrive” at the “office”.
It also cues your colleagues on what time you should be
available.

It is common to think about the tasks we want to do.
Instead, try scheduling time in your calendar for results
you want to achieve rather than tasks to complete.
This helps build the muscle of deciding how much time
you want to invest to achieve a result. Instead of
evaluating how long you think a task will take to
complete. You may also find more creative and efficient
solutions to achieve the result in a constrained time.

Complete your most difficult task first thing in the
morning before getting into other tasks or checking
notifications.
This tactic goes back as far as 19th-century writer Mark
Twain. Apparently hard tasks were hard then, too.
Check our Brian Tracy’s work for the 21st century take on
the same tactic.

TASK & PRODUCTIVITY

5.
Complete an email
inbox inventory.

6.
Get back in control
of your newsletters.

Quickly prioritise urgent emails. Leave all others to a set
time within the day to respond. If you want to get fancy,
you can use tags to automatically organise your emails by
when you need to reply (e.g. urgent, today, this week,
sometime).

Unsubscribe from all newsletters you do not actively read.
This can be a daunting task. Consider setting yourself a 1week challenge.
For 1 week, look at every newsletter you receive. Use inbox
tags based on
your behaviour. If you:
Almost always mark as read/delete: Unsubscribe.
Read occasionally: Unsubscribe. Trust us, your brain will
thank you for the reduced clutter.
Reference occasionally, or use for events: Create a tag for
“Newsletter updates”, and automatically move into a
folder”
Read always: Create a tag for “Of interest”, and
automatically move it into a folder.
Or if you hate the idea of doing that - consider hiring a
Virtual Assistant to do it for you. It is very satisfying to
come back to an inbox you didn’t have to clean out
yourself.

7.
Alternative tactic:
create a folder called
“Subscriptions”.

If the idea of unsubscribing gives you heart palpitations,
try this instead.
Create inbox rules for all newsletters and divert them to
your subscriptions folder. We also recommend using the
“Mark as read” when setting up the rule, so they don’t
create a blaring “Unread” email number that drags your
attention to it daily.
Every time a new newsletter comes, apply the same rule
to emails from that sender.

TASK & PRODUCTIVITY

8.
Bundle meetings to consistent
days/times if working across
multiple time zones.

9.
Schedule a dedicated time to
review notifications from specific
time zones.

10.

Use online collaborative
documents to share inputs
asynchronously (e.g. Google
Docs).

11.
Say “no” to meetings that
do not have a clear task or
requirement for you to join.

For example, Wednesday mornings or Tuesday evenings
are for international meetings.
This time-boxing gives you some consistency and
predictability in your schedule.

For example, you block between 8:00 pm - 8:30 pm for
checking notifications.
This helps reduce the desire to check and respond to
people during your personal time. Without forcing your
team/customers to wait another business day for a
response.

This can save an endless back and forth of emails, and
the pains that come from version control of email
attachments.

In the mornings, review your calendar 1-2 days ahead. If
any meetings feel vague to you, consider changing
your response to “maybe”. This sends an early signal
about your intentions and gives you an “out” for not
attending. Send the meeting organiser a note with two
questions:
1. What is the desired outcome for the meeting?
2. What is the role you want me to play?
If there is no response or one that isn’t aligned to your
own goals, consider not attending.

TASK & PRODUCTIVITY

12.

Consider what you want to be known for by others. To
make a shift, try and experiment for two weeks.

Shift your sense of identity
from being “responsive” to
“effective” or “productive”.

13.
Use blocks in your calendar to
create time for what you
want to complete.

14.

Adjust your calendar holds
at the end a day to review what
you did, and how you
spent your time.

Each morning, write out:
Today, I want to spend the bulk of my time being…
The hint here: when you are being responsive, you are
making other peoples’ priorities your top priority. When
you are being “productive” or “effective”, you are taking
the agency and making decisions about how you can
have the greatest impact.

Create “Do not book” spaces in your calendar to complete
tasks.
If your tasks are sensitive in nature, create a separate
calendar that only you have visibility over. Use this
calendar to highlight specifically what you intend to get
done in your task completion time.

How we want to spend our time and how we actually
spend our time can be vastly different.
By adjusting your calendar at the end of each day for
what you actually did, you can easily look back on
weeks and months to audit what your priorities were.

15.
Colour code your calendar, to
understand how you spend
your time at a glance.

For example, you can assign different colours to
internal meetings, external meetings, tasks, 1:1s, and
email responses.

WORK RELATIONSHIPS

It is very common when working remotely that we only
think to message colleagues when we have a question or
ask for them. It normally goes something like “Hey, how
are you?...Can I please ask... [whatever your request is]”.

16.
Reach out to people using both
work and non-work questions.

To have a different, more personal interaction. Use the
prompt of a work question to also ask a personal one. We
use this format:
Personal Question: a genuine question that you are
curious about. You may offer your answer in a sentence,
to set the tone.
Work Question: [whatever your request is]
Some of our favourite personal questions you can ask:
What is something small bringing you joy at the
moment? For me, it is… [your answer. Like a delicious
new peanut butter]
What is your go-to beverage?
What is a goal you are working towards this month?
What is something you have purchased recently that
you are excited about?
What is something you have learned about yourself
recently? It could be something big (like a goal), or
something small (like realising peanut butter AND
butter and a delicious spread combination).

17.
Schedule a daily 15-minute
standup with your team.

18.
Schedule growth 1:1s with your
team/boss (at least) once a
month.

This is a common sprint/scrum tool, but it is great for
any collaborative team.
Share 1) what you are working on for the day, and 2)
where you might need support. This kind of meeting
can save countless back and forth emails.

In that time, go through both personal and work goals.
What do you/they need to feel like you are making
process?
Do not go through any tactical issues in that meeting.
If that is required, set up a separate meeting.

WORK RELATIONSHIPS

19.

Career and goal conversations can often be one way, the
direct report sharing with their manager.

Be curious about your manager’s
goals and what is important to
them.

This misses some key opportunities for support, upward
mentoring, and building connections.
It also helps mitigate the risk that we fill in the blanks
ourselves on what we think is important to our manager.
Check-in with your leader: what are their personal and
work goals for the next 6-12 months?

20.
Schedule a meeting with
your 1-up or 2-up leader
(your boss’ boss).

Find a cadence that works for you, but aiming for
something like once a quarter is a good starting point.
Ask about their vision for the team, and where they see
the biggest gaps. Ask other questions - what is puzzling
them at the moment, or keeping them up at night?
Offer feedback and support from your position, because it
will be different from what other people can provide.

21.
Be visible.

Offer to host team, division, or company meetings.
Support groups/projects that mean you get to connect
with people outside your day-to-day work team.
This helps people know who you are, and see you as a
valuable contributor to the company and the culture.

22.

This is a fun way to stay connected and learn
something more about your colleagues.

Start a small team challenge
together.

For example: run a 1-week challenge, where you each
share 1 thing you are grateful for that day. You can start
a “gratitude thread” each morning, using email or in
your company’s instant messaging tool.

WORK RELATIONSHIPS

23.
Create a shared music playlist
with your team.

24.
Ask for advice on who
to speak to.

A great way to get to know each others’ music tastes. This
is especially fun when you kick it off during some kind of
team meeting, so everyone goes in and adds 1 song to
kick it off.

A challenge working remotely is figuring out who the
right person to speak to is in an unfamiliar part of the
business.
Find someone in an adjacent group that you have a good
relationship. Ask for a quick 15-minute chat, and ask their
advice on who you should speak to.
You may also finish with “would you mind introducing
us?”

25.
Attend a standing meeting from
another part of the business
once a month.

A perk of working from home is the focus. A risk can be
missing out on information from other parts of the
company that holds different pieces of the proverbial
“puzzle”.
Try joining an update meeting from a different part of
the business each month. e.g. if you sit in Product, join a
Customer division meeting.

GOALS

26.
Choose 1 key project you want
to take visible ownership of.

Use the principle of focus to have a visible impact within
your company. By doing one thing, visibly and well,
you build traction and give people a reason to
engage with you.

Set a plan for the skills you
want to develop this year.

Instead of focusing goals purely on what you want to
achieve, identify the top skills you would like to
make progress on.

27.

28.

Common corporate culture leaves goals as a fairly
independent process between the manager and direct
report.

Share your work and personal
goals with your colleagues.

Try this: Set up a special team meeting. In that session,
ask people to bring their objectives they are working on
for the next 6 - 12 months.
To boost the connection of this type of session, ask
about personal goals as well. You may want to set the
tone by sharing your own personal goals first.

29.
Create an anti-goal list.

Setting goals is easy compared to following them
through. Getting clear on what will happen if you don’t
keep reconnecting with those goals and what you
want your life to be.
Ask yourself this question: if I lose sight of my goals,
what will the cost be? To me personally, my
progression and growth, my family, and
those I care about?

GOALS

30.
Set a 30-day sprint focus.

Using the principle of focus again: Choose one goal you
are going to actively drive forward over the next 30 days.
It is easier to build traction around one goal, instead of
trying to do many in a mediocre way.

At the end of each week, review your goals.

31.
Rate your progress towards
your goal.

Give yourself a rating from (- 2) to (+ 2), with the following
scale:
(- 2) is you went backward
(- 1) is you slightly backward
(0) is you stayed the same
(+ 1) is made some progress
(+ 2) is made noticeable progress
This is not a self-judgment process, merely an
opportunity to choose every week to recommit to your
goals

32.

Our brains respond to stories. Getting crystal clear on
what success looks like for you will have two effects:

Create a vivid vision for the
future you want to create.

1. Give you clarity and purpose as you work towards
your vision
2. Make it easy to share your vision with others.
A great short read on the topic is Vivid Vision by
Cameron Harold.

33.

First, set a goal for the outcome/result you want to
create. Second, set a goal for who you need to become
to achieve that goal.

Set outcome goals, and match
that with a “being” goal.

These might be traits, skills, or emotions you want to
feel more regularly.
You can use this structure: To achieve this [outcome],
the type of person I will need to become is [being goal].

GOALS

34.

You have likely tried goal-setting before, possibly with
mixed success. To overcome this, expect challenges will
occur and plan for them.

Identify your barriers, and
then plan for them.

After creating a goal, create a list of barriers that might
hold you back. These could be external (like constraints
from others, work schedule, etc). Or they could be internal
(e.g. procrastination, negative self-talk).
Then, pick one strategy to try and overcome each of the
barriers you have identified.
We published a whole blog post on this topic.
Check it out.

Choose 1 goal to focus on first. Then set yourself a
minimum standard that you will do 1 thing each day
towards your goal. No exceptions, no excuses.

35.
Use the principle of momentum
to build traction for your goal.

Ideally, you will be taking action to move you forward. But
for those manic days when you can’t possibly fit in 1
additional thing… spend one bathroom break thinking
about your goal, and what it will feel like when you
achieve it.
By seeing through your commitment to making progress
every day, even if it is just thinking about your goal, you
are signaling to your brain you are ready to see it through.

36.
Find an accountability partner
who also has goals.

Schedule time (weekly, fortnightly, monthly) to share
your goals with each other and the progress you have
made.
By sharing with an accountability partner, you can
leverage each other's momentum and pull yourself
back onto course if you have been diverted.

PHYSICAL SPACE

37.
Clear your desk at the start
of each day.

38.

That way you can set yourself up and it's a little bit easier
when you come in fresh than it is to try and do it at the
end of the day. Particularly if you've worked long hours.

You can set a timer on your phone/computer, or get an
app that asks you to log in when you are sitting/standing.

Set a timer to remind
you to stand.

If you have a standing desk option, consider this a
reminder to use it (you know you should be, that’s why
you bought it).
If you don’t, consider taking your computer and go and
stand somewhere else while you have a meeting. You
might even have a shelf at eye level you can rest your
computer on.

39.

When working from home, you may not have the same
ergonomic set up as a traditional office.

Check your lower back support.

Have a small blanket, towel, or pillow positioned at your
lower back to relieve some of the pressure.
(Advice was taken from Spine-health.com, but this is
general advice only. Please do not consider this health
advice and come and sue us later on)

40.
Check your airflow.

Set up your office space for a flow of natural air.
This can be a great perk of working from home that
you just don’t get in a corporate office. Windows you
can open, doors to an outdoor area… an office worker’s
distant dream.

PHYSICAL SPACE

41.
Consider the natural light in
your office space.

Consider positioning your desk facing a window, instead
of a wall. This will give you some great exposure to natural
light. It also makes for excellent video-conference
lighting.
Note: it can get HO -, so look at your curtain/blind
situation before committing to the window-by-desk life.

Living plants, real greenery. Don’t you feel a little more
relaxed already?
If the idea of real live houseplants only conjured images of
them dying 2 weeks later...

42.
Bring in greenery.

Here are some recommended starting points: pothos, ivy,
inch plant. These are really hard to kill (even 3 weeks of
neglect while we were on holidays, and they all still
survived). The pro tip with these is they only need
watering every 1-2 weeks.
Keep plants out of reach of kiddies. Cat owners, we feel
for you. If you have solved that one let us know and we
will add your tactic to this list.
Overall… one can never have too many house plants.

43.
Invest in a lamp, or even two.

Like plants, we believe one can never have too many
lamps.
You can have a desk lamp something like a salt lamp to
bring soft lighting, or also
a standing lamp that has an adjustable lighting setting.
This will give you a lot of control over your space.
If you want to get smart with your space, consider smart
bulbs or wall plugs for your lamps.
Then you can control all the lighting at once right from
your phone.

PHYSICAL SPACE

44.
Keep your screen clean.

The best tool we have found for this? Lens wipes.
Keep a stash in your desk drawer and use these to wipe
down your screen every couple of days.

45.
Get a proper desk,
dedicated for work.

46.
Have an A3 paper pad, for when
you are missing a whiteboard.

47.
Have dedicated “work free”
zones in your house.

The best tool we have found for this? Lens wipes.
Keep a stash in your desk drawer and use these to wipe
down your screen every couple of days.

Whiteboards are largely an office phenomenon, but
many of us find them incredibly useful to map out
concepts and order our thinking.
To replicate the free-forming ideas that we often
associate with whiteboards, try an A3 pad instead. You
can brainstorm, add columns, post-its, and mindmaps. It
is especially fun if you have some old textas/marker
pens kicking around. Or a child’s pencil case to “borrow”
from.

Having at least 1 room/space in your house that is “work
free” provides a mental sanctuary.
This might be your bedroom, the kitchen, the bathroom.
Avoid the temptation to make work a permanent fixture
in every part of your home.

PHYSICAL SPACE
If you have hordes of paper lying around, it’s time to cull
them down.
Put aside a block of time, where your intended result by
the end of that time is to have eliminated every piece of
unnecessary paper.

48.
Ditch the paper clutter
from your space.

49.
Find a favourite coffee shop to
work from (restrictions
permitting).

50.
Use a specific scent when it
is time to work.

Go through every single paper. If it is important, scan and
then shred. If you haven’t used it in the last month,
chances are you will find it quicker once it is scanned and
searchable anyway (tools like Evernote allow you to
search scanned docs). Keep 1 folder for key documents
like passports, certificates… and that should pretty much
be it.

Consider it a “treat” to work from there. You can even
consider making “WFCafe” specific to certain types of
work, that might be hard in your regular environment.
E.g. creative thinking, writing, and smashing through
your inbox.
If you can, choose a cafe that is within walking distance
from your place. This will encourage you to get fresh air
and stretch your legs.

Consider having a specific candle or essential oil that
you use when you start work in the morning.
Our brains treat scent as a cue. Just like listening to your
favourite music can pump you up, scent can cue your
brain to specific outcomes such as focus.

If you are ready, take a Marie-Condo leap and really get
on top of your sh*... clutter.

51.

For a lite version you can do in less than an hour:
Empty all of your desk drawers. Wipe everything down.
Then, re-organize your desk so that the top two drawers
are the only things that you use while working.

Reduce the clutter in your space.

Good: 1 pen and 1 notebook
Not good: 25 pens of varying inkiness and a 3 pack of
spare notebooks
Find a different home for “spares” and “just in case”
items. Your desk surface and top drawers should only be
things you use frequently when working.

PRIMING YOUR STATE

52.
Start your meetings with a
moment of mindfulness.

53.

This can be as simple as adding a 30-second pause for
everyone to take a few deep breaths together, put aside
whatever they had been working on before, and get
present.
In a virtual setting, we have found the most successful
timing is after everyone has done greetings, but just
before you get into the meeting agenda.

Think of this as a reset button from whatever has
happened in your day before. To center yourself in just 1
minute:

Take 1 minute before a
meeting to prime your
physiological state.

Set a timer. For the 1 minute, focus on your breath. Think
about relaxing each part of your body, so you can be fully
present for your upcoming meeting.
Pro tip: Check your timer sound is a chime, or something
relatively peaceful. A blaring alarm is a great way to
increase your physiological stress levels.

54.
Keep a printed list of emotions,
and check-in with yourself.

This is a self-awareness tool, to help stop us from
running through our day on emotional autopilot.
Particularly powerful when used alongside a “To feel”
list.
Halfway through your workday, check-in with what you
are feeling. Identify the 1-2 emotions that describe your
state at this time.
You can also repeat at the end of the world day, before
transitioning into your personal time.

PRIMING YOUR STATE

55.

This is a Navy SEAL tactic for relaxing your physiological
state, even in extreme situations.

Practice “box breathing” when
you want to center yourself.

56.
Step away from your desk, and
have a good belly laugh.

The aim is to have a consistent rhythm of inhales, holds,
and exhales. Here is the pattern:
Breathe in for 4
Hold inhale for 4
Breathe out for 4
Hold exhale for 4

A good laugh activates then relieves your body’s stress
response, giving us a good, relaxed feeling (Source: Mayo
Clinic).
Reliable sources of a good laugh: Youtube / Netflix standup comedy, the antics of pets (yours or others’).

57.
Have a protein / healthy
fat snack.

58.
Do 2 minutes of stretching.

Sometimes our bodies can be at a heightened
physiological state because they are looking for fuel.
Nuts, berries, or a hard-boiled egg are all good options.

I did this just before while working on this guide. My
energy was fading, but I wanted to get another 20 mins
of work done before taking a break.
Use Youtube for a quick stretching routine you can
follow. Or listen to your body and just spend 10 seconds
per movement, stretching out anything that feels tight.

PRIMING YOUR STATE

59.
Create a “focus” music playlist.

Use this playlist as a cue when it is time to do focused
work. You can use music streaming like YouTube, where
you pick your desired genre and there is non-stop
variation.
But there is also power in having your own personal focus
playlist, with songs you have chosen. By playing the same
songs (ideally in a consistent order), you are using
predictability to cue your brain even more strongly.

60.
Pick 1 song that makes
you really happy.

You should know all the words. It might compel you to
sing along or dance around your kitchen.
This becomes your state-change song - listen to it when
you want to step out of the work busyness & center on
the fun.

61.
Set an intention - what emotions
do I want to feel today?

62.
Write out 10 “thank you”
statements.

“To do” lists are a fairly common practice.
Consider adding a “To feel” list. These are the top 2-3
emotions that you want to feel today. E.g. focused,
productive, connected, disciplined, calm.

This is a huge booster that takes less than 5 minutes.
Grab a journal, write the numbers 1 to 10. Next to each
number, write something you are thankful for, or
someone you are thankful to.
We have found thank you statements easier than more
traditional gratitude exercises.

PRIMING YOUR STATE

63.
Compartmentalise “worry” time.

Our brains like to worry. They also like to trick us into
thinking that worry is productive and that it will compel
us to action, but that is rarely the case.
Try this: schedule 15 minutes into your calendar to “worry”
about things. The rest of the time, focus on doing things.
Your brain still gets to worry, but it isn’t left unsupervised.

64.
Create your own
workday rituals.

65.
Mix up your routines & rituals
with a variety.

Rituals are a great way to create certainty, cue certain
emotional and psychological states, and just generally
enjoy parts of your daily routine.
For example, if you always have a coffee or beverage first
thing, make an event of it. Put aside emails or other
distractions for the 10 minutes you make and enjoy your
drink.

Once you have some established routines & rituals…
break them every once in a while. It is a great way to
hack your brain chemistry and bring in joy and
enjoyment.
From psychologist Dr. Scott Bea, “Novelty helps us learn,
so the brain prefers it. New and different experiences
reward the brain… routine doesn’t generate the
chemicals that our brains like. Novelty does.” (Source)

HEALTH

66.

Instead of sitting in front of your screen for a meeting,
take 1:1 meetings outside walking instead.

Schedule a walking meeting.

You can have an old-fashioned phone call if you want to
reduce screen time. What can also be fun though is
video-calling / FaceTiming as you walk. As a bonus, that
means you get to learn a little more about your colleague,
outside the confines of meeting spaces.

Life is too short to sleepwalk your way through it.
You probably know the science by now that you should
be getting 7-8 hours of sleep per night, so are not going
to spend time on the information part.

67.
Make sleep a priority.

You can make sleep a priority by scheduling it into your
calendar ahead of time. Make it a goal, and use some of
the other tactics here to make it happen. For example, set
it as a 30-day sprint goal. Identify all the challenges you
have with making sleep a priority. Create strategies for
each one. Review your progress at the end of each week
on a scale from (- 2) to (+ 2). Figure out who you need to
be in order to make sleep a consistent priority.
Seriously, get good sleep. It is life-changing.

68.
Set a reminder to stretch.

“Remaining sedentary for long periods causes strain on
our body. Set a reminder a few times a day to get up
from your desk and stretch your body.

HEALTH

69.
Turn video off for informationreceiving meetings.

Save your video time for when you will be engaging with
your colleagues. Give yourself a break from the virtual
video dance by defaulting it to off for any meetings where
you are receiving information.
As a guide, if you are not presenting or the meeting
organisers have not explicitly asked for camera on - then
you are not being disrespectful.
For bonus points: move up from your desk while you are
listening in and get in some movement.

How easy you find it to take lunch breaks varies from
person to person. If you find it tough, ask yourself three
questions:

70.
Have at least half an hour for
lunch, completely away from
work, and notifications.

71.
Cook your lunch.

1. What pressures do I feel to work non-stop throughout
the day? Write them out.
2. Do you perceive the bulk of these pressures to be
external (imposed by others), or are they internal (you
are imposing them on yourself)?
3. What is one thing you can try to ease that pressure
for 30 minutes?

This tactic is particularly helpful if you find yourself
checking notifications during your scheduled lunch
break (notice we say scheduled? Lunch should be on
your calendar).
By cooking your lunch, it will give you ~15 minutes
where you are focused on something else and can take
a break from checking notifications.

SNACKING

72.
Find low-calorie snack options
that satisfy your nibbles.

Procrasti-snacking is real, with 10x more options when
working from home. By having some good options easily
available, even if you are using snacks as a bit of a
distraction then it is still working towards your health.
Sweet tooth: berries are great. So is a stash of Medjool
dates.
Savory tooth: plain rice crackers are great for a satisfying
crunch. Natural popcorn is also a delicious snack option.

Have doors on your pantry, and
keep food out of eyesight.

Working from home, the kitchen is like a second office.
You will be stopping here frequently to get water & other
beverages.
Help yourself out by minimising the visual distractions.

73.
74.
Keep your kitchen tidy.

75.

This means that when you go to make your cup of coffee
or get a glass of water, you're not adding to your mental
load from the space being messy.
Put away clean dishes. Put things into the dishwasher as
you go, or take the 2 mins to wash by hand.

Wash your dishes straight
away when you prepare
lunch or coffee.

You likely don’t have the office cleaning fairy who comes
along after you. Wash dishes straight away to keep on
top of them.
Really the whole reason to do this is so you don’t build
up a pile of a mess as a gift for yourself when you finish
work. Or worse, for your partner.

Find a favourite coffee mug
and make it yours.

This is something we often do working from the office.
You bring in your own mug, maybe have a spot on your
desk where it lives. There is something special about
having a work-specific mug.
No one says you can’t have the same thing at home.

76.

BEVERAGE INSPIRATION

77.
Soda water with sliced up fruit.

78.

Super refreshing, and it adds some novelty to your day.
If you really want to excite your colleagues, put it into a
wine glass. It looks very fancy, and you can have some
great jokes about hitting the alcohol at 12 pm (not that
we are talking from experience…)

This one is surprisingly easy. If you like herbal teas, or you
like the idea of liking herbal teas:

Make your own iced tea.

Put a teabag into a jar. Fill the jar up with water. Put it
into the fridge. Come back 8 to 12 hours later and you
have your own brewed iced tea.
For extra points: get yourself a chalk marker, and write on
the front of the jar what tea is inside. It will bring the cafe
touch to your kitchen.

There are two ways that you can do this:
Using a plunger / filtered jug: add your coffee grounds,
fill up with cold water, and put in the fridge to brew for
8-12 hours. A jug of fresh coffee to wake up to!

79.
Continuing on the ice trends make your own cold brew coffee.

Using 10 cent coffee filters: if you don’t have a plunger,
this is just as simple. Put your ground coffee straight
into a jar with water. Brew in the fridge for 8-12 hours.
When you are ready to serve, grab a paper coffee filter,
line your cup, and then carefully pour through your
coffee. This option tends to be a little grainier, but still
delicious.

BEVERAGE INSPIRATION

80.
Experiment with new
herbal teas.

Are you sensing a theme about variety yet?
Buy some mixed teas, that have a handful of each
different flavour. This can give you something new and
different to look forward to during your day. Pukka
organic teas are a current favourite at the moment.

81.
Elderflower Cordial

If you haven't found this one in your local supermarket,
we highly recommend seeking it out. It's a really nice
sweet treat, great for three o'clock. Particularly if you add
to soda or sparkling water.

Hot water

This one might take a little adjusting, and if you haven't
tried it before it might feel a little bit strange.
Fill a mug with hot water from the kettle, then add 12cm of cold water to bring it to drinking temperature.
It can be really hydrating and refreshing. Our favourite
time is first thing in the morning when you might be
looking for something a little bit warmer, but are not
ready for a coffee (or your next coffee, if the idea of
starting with anything else sounds like blasphemy)

82.

